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to the editor
the review of john lefgrensLefgrens april but lefgren s greater contribution is

sixth by S kent brown C wilfred that he also found another witness to
griggs and H kimball hansen sum-
mer

that exact birth date through an im-
pressive1982 claims that lefgrensLefgrens work demonstration of interscripturalinterscriptural

11 abounds in unjustified assumptions self consistency lefgren shows that by
misinformation and misunderstandings beginning on a biblical crucifixion date
but on the contrary lefgren s book con-
tains

and then counting back the number of
valid scientific research giving new years and days of the saviors life from

insights on the savior s birth date the the book of mormon one arrives at 6 april
reviewers objections are either unfounded I11 BC the exact birth date implied by
or irrelevant the doctrine and covenants this is

lefgren states that his intent is to new evidence for the 6 april birth date
show how the modemmodern revelation con-
cerning

because it isis not based solely on a literal
the significance of april 6 is in interpretation of Ddacd&c& C 202011

perfect harmony with other sacred writ-
ings

let me summarize the main points
p 12 that is he proposes that of his argument although the bible is

the belief that jesus was born on 6 april vague about the date of the savior s birth
1 BC is consistent with all LDS scripture it is so precise about his death that the
but not necessarily with all secular day friday 1 april AD 33 is indicated
sources all dates refer to our another possible date is 5 april AD 30
gregorian calendar the reviewers but hoehner concludes persuasively that
claim that lefgren also believes the the AD 33 date for the death of christ

1.1 resurrection of jesus fell on april best explains the evidence of both sacred
sixth he does not his date for the and secular history I11

resurrection is 3 april AD 33 p 61 the book of mormon account is so
the reviewers characterize lefgrensLefgrens precise as to suggest the exact number of

methodology as unscholarly but he years and days that the savior lived it
actually followed the scientific approach describes the appearance of a sign that
of testing a theory that had been pro-
posed

heralded the saviors birth on the fol-
lowingto explain certain observations day 3 ne 111919 and states that

lefgren observed 1 that some LDS time was later reckoned from that sign
leaders had interpreted dacd&c 201 to it also describes a great destruction at the
mean that jesus was born on 6 april savior s death on the fourth day of the
1 BC and 2 that both the bible and thirty fourth year 3 ne 85 thus if
the book of mormon discuss chronologi-
cal

jesus was born on the first day of the first
aspects of the savior s life his theory year he lived thirty three nephite years

was that if these observations are ac-
curate

and three days
they should be self consistent orson pratt first suggested that the

and he tested the theory by examining saviors birth date could be calculated by
every relevant scriptural reference he starting on the better established crudcruci-

fixionfound none that conflicts with a birth date and counting back the num-
berdate of 6 april 1 BC of years and days from the book of
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mormon journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 15215253152555 3 years in determining the beginning of
he proposed that the nephite year prob-
ably

his successors reign they unwittingly
had exactly 365 days as did the undermine the principal argument for

mesoamericanMeso american calendar and the ancient the AD 30 crucifixion date which they
egyptian calendar presumably favor

having identified the fourth day of lefgren notes that lukes chronol-
ogythe thirty fourth nephite year as 1 april implies thatjesusthat jesus was born in 2 1 BC

AD 33 one counts back three days more the reviewers attempt to discredit lukes
than 33 nephite years because our cal-
endar

account by appealing to tertullian
would insert eight leap days in because they believe he supports their

those thirty three years one must count theory that jesus was born about 6 BC
back five days less than thirty three of but tertullian states augustus survived
our years arriving at 6 april I11 BC for after christ is born fifteen years
the birth date the year before AD 1 finegan p 224 the death of augustus
was 1 BC it is not surprising that in august AD 14 is in the fifteenth year
lefgren interprets such impressive inter after april 1 BC so tertullian actually
scriptural accuracy in minute chronologi-
cal

agrees with luke and lefgren not with
details as evidence thatjosephthat joseph smith the reviewers in fact most of the early

was a prophet christian writers support a 2 1 BC birth
the reviewers principal objection date

seems to be that secular history proves the reviewersreviewers criticize lefgrensLefgrens
beyond a doubt that herod who was choice for the crucifixion year of AD 33
visited by the magi after jesus birth maintaining that parker and dubber-

steindied in 5 4 BC if so jesus must have raise serious questions about
been born about 6 BC rather than 1 BC fotheringham s work and all but show
but this objection is irrelevant to that the passover of AD 33 fell on may
lefgrensLefgrens thesis that the scriptural second but on the contrary parker
sources are consistent with a 1 BC birth and dubberstein claim their tables are
moreover there is doubt about herodshernds based on fotheringhams calculations 3

death date which some historians still they list nisan as postponed one month
claim occurred about 1 BC 2 because in AD 33 on the baababbabylonianlonianionian calendar
lefgren was unconvinced about herodshernds which intercalated years according to a
death date the reviewers conclude that fixed nineteen year cycle in jerusaleminjerusalem

abnyaprilapny sixth is exposed as a house built intercalation was done both by astro-
nomicalupon sand but to me it was refreshing and local agricultural condi-
tionsto see lefgren use the scriptures as a 4 finegan after examining the

standard to judge secular sources rather parker and dubberstein results con-
cludesthan vice versa that the AD 33 and AD 30 dates

in order to correlate with our calen-
dar

are the only possible candidates finegan
lefgren had to choose one date from p 300

secular history lefgren is not especially the reviewers also attack lefgrensLefgrens
concerned with the dispute over herodshernds astronomy but their objections are ei-

therdeath date because implicit in his choice irrelevant or based on their misunder-
standingof crucifixion date he has anchored his of the observational lunisolar

chronology to secular history through the calendar for example the reviewers
undisputed death date of augustus claim that lefgren assumes that the sky
caesar which the reviewers agree is was clear on the dates chosen so that

known almost to the minute it is the thin crescent of the new moon could
ironicironic that when the reviewers insist that be seen but the judean court used

there exists no tolerance of at least two calculations to determine the first day
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of the month during bad weather mai alone is inconclusive true but we have
monidesconidesmonides ppap 75 77 the reviewers also prophets to interpret scripture for ex-

ampleclaim that a twenty eight hour old moon president harold B lee inter-
pretedwould be among the earliest sightings that verse to mean that 6 april

ever recorded whereas it would have was the anniversary of the saviors birth
been so commonplace as not to have ensign july 1973 p 2 president
even been considered marginal 5 spencer W kimball taught likewise

the reviewers note that lefgrensLefgrens ensign may 1980 p 54 the re-
viewersresults hinge on some unproven as-

sumptions
instead cite an apostle who says

true as does all scientific only that he cannot state with finality
theory but if his assumptions are cor-
rect

when the natal day of the lord jesus
then his result is valid let us then actually occurred

examine these assumptions it should be clear from these obser-
vationslefgren assumes the nephitesNephites used that april sixth is a far more

a 365 day calendar as did the egyptians valid book than the reviewers claim A
and the mesoamericansMesoamericans the jewish thesis founded on the prophets and
lunisolar calendar may seem more rea-
sonable

scripture cannot be exposed as a house
but it does not fit the data built upon sand

the saviors death occurred on the four-
teenth day of the lunar month john dr john P pratt
19191414 not the fourth day 3 ne 85 1I astronomer with
can think of no better assumption than eyring research institute
lefgrensLefgrens and the reviewers offer none provo utah
orson pratt made the same assumption
and he cannot be accused of having

preconceived notions because he
counted back from the earlier crucifixion NOTES

date and thus did arrive 6not at april or harold hoehner chronological aspects ofodthenhethe
at 1 BCB C life of caristchrist grand rapids mich zondervan

the scripture states the nephitesNephites 1977 p I1111lii11 see also jack finegan handbook of
biblical princeton princeton

reckoned from the time or the chronology NJ
university press 1954 ppap 285 301 both use the

period when the sign was given julian calendar
3 ne 27 8 which lefgren interprets 2seeaseeee for example john mosley when was

to mean from the very night of the sign that christmas star griffeth observer 44
december 1980 2 9 and john mosley and ernest

again orson pratt made the same assump-
tion

martin the star of bethlehem reconsidered an
which seems justified by the wording historical approach the planetarianpianePlaneranantanan 9 summer

used the reviewers suggest an alternate 1980 6 9 countered by douglas johnson the
star of bethlehem reconsidered A refutation of

assumption that they reckoned only the mosleymartinMosley Martin historical approach the
from the year of the sign not changing planetarianPlane fahantananfaban 10 first quarter 1981 14 16

the first day of the year perhaps but in richard A parker and waldo H dubbersteinDubberstem

that case the first day of the first year babylonian chronology 626 BC AD 75 chicago
of press 1942 23would still be 6 april 1 BBCC given the university chicago p

an excellent reference on the observational
365 day year and the savior would jewish lunisolar calendar isis the code ofmaimomdesofillaimonides
have been born thereafter 3 ne 11 sanctification of the new moon trans solomon

but that contradicts the reviewers idea gandzgancz new haven conn yale university press
1956

thatthatjesusjesus was born in 6 BBCC even using
5 using the equations of H goldstine new and

the earlier crucifixion date full moons 1001 BC to AD 1651 philadelphia

the finalfinalnai objection is that the be-
lief

american philosophical society 1973 1I calculate
the elongation inin question to be over 15 degreesthat born 6jesus was on april which was deemed visible by the court

1 BC is based on dacd&c 202011 which malmoMaimomaimonidesmaimomdcsnides p 65
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response
the accompanying correspondence date of herodshernds death for one to draw

from john pratt concerning john C attention to a variety of astronomical
lefgrensLefgrens work aprylapril sixth has merit possibilities or to advance arguments
and has been instructive weaknesses based on sources written more than a
however still persist while others millennium after the time ofjesusofjesus eg
could be mentioned we need only focus maimonidesMaimonides misses the point we
on the two notions which buttress the know how long herod reigned and when
entire position of both lefgren and his reign began historical and
pratt items which we discussed at some numismatic evidence are conclusive
length in our review BYU studies 22 herod died in 4 BC try as one might
summer 1982 375 83 one cannot escape this fact

other observations could be made
I1 the first key to the position for example concerning the chronologi-

caladopted by lefgren and pratt rests on differences between the synoptic
the chronometrical system supposedly gospels and johns gospel in the ac-

countsemployed by the people of the book of of jesus death and concerning
mormon it is assumed by both that the anachronistic arguments about how
because the egyptian and the meso the lunar month is begun when the new
american calendars each have 365 days crescent moon is not or can not be seen
the latter must have been derived from but such would be connoisseurs points
the former by way of the nephite time which do not affect the fundamental
reckoning scheme several difficulties position adopted by author and cor-

respondentimmediately appear 1 why must the the two key issues detailed
two chronometrical systems be linked Is briefly above particularly the latter in
it not possible even more likely that our view stand decisively against any
astronomical observations made in-
dependently

historical attempt to date jesus birth to
in each culture led to a 1 BBCC

similar calendar 2 why suppose that
the nephitesNephites employed the egyptian S kent brown
calendar when their religious obser-
vances

C wilfred griggs
must have been based on the H kimball hansen

israelite reckoning ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis time 3 As professors at
we noted in our earlier essay the accom-
panying

brigham young university
point that the nephitesNephites

counted time from the very day of the
sign ofjesusofjesus birth is but an assumption
the one clearly relevant passage is

not precise enough to allow any such
definitive conclusion 3 ne 25 8
4 for purposes of establishing jesus

birthdatebirthratebirthdate we note that had the
nephitesNephites adopted the egyptian 365 day
calendar the first day of the year at the
time ofjesusofjesus birth would have fallen in
july not april simply stated we do
not know the length of the nephite
year period

II11 the impossibility of dating
jesus birth in 1 BC arises from the
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